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Illustration 1: Quantum Distortion Modelling Predicted 81% of El Niño events over 66 years
Abstract: For lack of better words, general science has all but debunked the theory that the planets
of our solar system have any causal effect upon Earth. Alarmingly at least one national agency has
for many years pro-actively ridiculed any such research in no uncertain terms. Contrary to this
assertion, this paper presents preliminary findings in a simple and understandable way, findings that
for the first time show strong evidence that the solar system is both immediately and causally
entangled as a single particle system, such that the motions of the planets can and do play a constant
role in the climate of planet Earth and indeed the entire solar system ensemble. Rapid progress on
the modelling techniques described herein is such that the paper is presented as a working file. The
data currently presented here demonstrates that the El Niño cycle can at worst case, be predicted
with better than 81% accuracy over the period 1950 to 2016 using absolutely no existing climate
data but rather only the planetary orbital parameters from J2000 and plugging these into a quantum
superfluid model to derive a quantum field distortion matrix. Whilst there are some errors in the
model and there is still much work to be done, the predicted distortions in this solar system wide
quantum field correlate with remarkable accuracy to the officially recorded ONI and MEI oceanic
temperature data for Region 3.4 over an investigated period from 1933-2016. The overall findings
are that El Niño periods were predicted with greater than 81% accuracy at least 84 years in advance,
with predictions for forthcoming 2016/17 period matching short range predictions from NOAA and
other established climate data providers. I make no apology that this paper tackles the theory in a
simplified way to allow those with limited understanding of quantum theory to follow the
conjecture. The term “space time” for example is used to trivially describe space in general. For the
more enlightened reader, it is incumbent upon you to translate these semantic infractions into the
correct quantum context.
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A Brief Introduction & Basic Theory of Superfluid Gravity
When viewed from the perspective of superfluid quantum field theory, the solar system appears as
an entangled particle system (“Entangled” means that everything is connected to everything and
therefore, moving something “over there” – moves something “over here”). The classical gravity
parameters of “mass and density” of a planet are replaced by a 4 dimensional vector field (a type of
XYZ+TIME map that shows directions and strength of the flow of energy, similar to a weather map
of wind direction – but in 3 dimensions) that describes the shape, velocity and density of the
displacement or “quantum distortion” matrix created by the planets electromagnetic density (not its
physical mass/volume). Such distortion being generated in simple terms by mechanisms akin to the
Pauli exclusion principle. The Pauli exclusion principle dictates how particles of different types can
occupy (or not) the same location in space time. (see wikipedia link here). “Superfluid” is a term
used to describe a state of energy that for the most part can travel through almost anything you
understand as matter or space without loss of energy, at least theoretically. For a little more indepth discussion on the behaviour of Superfluid energy and how that theory accounts for the force
of gravity, further reading is available here (Forshaw S D., 2015)
A brief layman description of Superfluid gravity: In a superfluid model of the solar system, the
general desire of undisturbed “space time” is to be at equilibrium. Imagine this as a kind of cosmic
“room temperature”. As planets move through these still quantum oceans, pockets of high density
energy are created in the form of waves (much like a submerged ball moving through a swimming
pool). These waves are easiest to understand as the now popularised “gravity waves”, but are in
fact redistributions or “distortions” in space time that do not affect the observable outcome of
gravity, but rather they affect the fabric of space upon which gravity is itself derived. Think of this
like a like a fishing net made from elastic, think of it also as a net that you can both hold and at the
same time it can pass through you with almost no friction, viscosity or apparent loss of energy in
either itself or the system through which it travels. Now think of that net in 3 dimensions (a bit like
a 3D rope climbing frame). When planets distort space time in a superfluid model, we are saying
“that the planets make the holes in the fishing net bigger and smaller” - it is NOT making it “dish
shaped” as is the common image of “warped space time fabric” popular with newspapers and
science journalists that depicts gravity by showing a planet sat on a fabric making other smaller
planets roll towards them. It is critical to understand that regardless of how many objects, and to
most extents the size of such objects placed in the net, there is still the same number of holes in the
net, and so the strength of the entire net is not changed as a whole. The carrying capacity of the net
remains constant across the whole. Instead, the pockets of distortion make localised areas of the net
“more or less densely packed”. Given that the net is actually a superfluid quantum field of energy
and therefore able to pass through almost anything, the result is that objects in the “quantum field”
are constantly sat in a field of variable density energy that saturates a significant portion of their
mass, whilst at the same time, the gravitational potential of the net remains fairly constant and so
objects stay where they are expected to stay according to the standard laws of Newtonian gravity.
These pockets of distortion travel through the entire system regardless of the distance or size of the
object that created them. In superfluid quantum gravity, everything is connected. Because the
number of holes in the net is not affected by distortion, the available gravity between 2 objects in
the net is unchanged by them (think about it this way: if you stretch an elastic band, no matter how
far you stretch it, its maximum carrying capacity remains constant irrelevant of the fact that the
diameter of the band itself is reducing as it stretches). However, because the net is “magic” and
also “passes through” the objects caught in it, the size of the holes that are “inside” the object
changes as the waves travel through the net. At this stage you are asking : “how can a net that can
pass through us, also hold us in place?”. Put simply, that is the wondrous affect of gravity that
keeps your feet on the ground every day.

Rapid changes in global climate as a function of quantum distortions in gravity
Once you have a working model of superfluid distortions that can operate quickly over many years
it can be applied to many tasks. Although the model was originally designed for the modelling of
very small energy states, it is equally applicable to very large scale interactions which essentially
operate on the same quantum principles. This paper is concerned only with predictive modelling
the global trend of El Niño and La Niña conditions which are essentially changes in ocean
temperature measured in specific regions of the world. A common index being the Region 3.4
which is in the southern ocean regions. The ONI index records temperatures and denotes El Niño to
be present when the average temperature is over 0.5 degrees higher than the mean average for 3
months or more. In extreme years the temperature can rise to +2.5 over mean average and is linked
to many serious weather events that cause much human distress and suffering.

llustration 2: Monthly MEI trend 1950-2016 El Niño denoted in red - La Niña in blue
Illustration 2 shows the recorded SST (Sea Surface Temperature) change anomalies for the period
1950 to January 2016 in MEI format (see link). Years with very large red spikes signify El Niño
conditions and conversely blue spikes signify La Niña.
At first glance, the data appears to be cyclic and one may expect that a simple time sequence pattern
would be able to predict the trend. In reality, this isn't the case at all and El Niño resists even the
most hardened pattern recognition analysis. Over the period of 100+ years I researched using many
machine learning and data analytic techniques over many 100's of computer processing hours, it
was never “EVER” possible to find any time based pattern that could accurately “or even nearly”
account for the trend for anything more than around 2 consecutive years. As time increases, the
errors just get worse and worse.
In early 2016 whilst running long term predictive models for solar activity using QS models, I was
asked by an Australian researcher whether the encouraging results produced by that research might
be applied to El Niño prediction. To begin with I applied several machine learning and pattern
recognition techniques. As stated above, I could find no correlating pattern, no way to use past data
to predict future data beyond a 3-6 month window, and after many hours of writing custom software
routines to try and find a pattern, abandoned the search with the conclusion: El Niño is not related
to any time based pattern whatsoever.

Next I took the available data and began to compare the output of the existing superfluid model
against SST anomalies and to my surprise discovered the correlation to be “in my opinion” so
accurate as to remove any doubt that the baseline conditions of El Niño and La Niña are derived by
our planets interaction with space time distortions caused by the combined motions of the planets of
our solar system and the behaviour of the Sun.

Illustration 3: Annual Predicted Quantum Distortions in Space Time 1950-2016
Looking to illustration 3 it is important to understand the limits of the visualisation and I shall also
point out errors that are still present (although solutions are forthcoming). The red lines indicate the
most severe quantum distortions as predicted by the modelling software in degree of severity on a
1:13 internal scale. The corresponding blue lines indicate periods of very weak distortion and any
distortion at 0-1 was arbitrarily set at constant negative value to assist visibility in the graph. Bear
in mind, the intention was to predict El Niño and not La Niña. The common sense thinking is
simple. “If it is not an El Niño period then it can only be either La Niña (negative) or a neutral
year”. With this in mind, whilst setting the lowest values to a constant negative may aid in
visualising the high years, it also offers a rough 50/50 chance of showing correct La Niña periods

Illustration 4: Quantum Distortion Modelling Predicted 81% of El Niño events over 66 years
When the data from the superfluid model is overlaid on the SST data (illustration 4) the full picture
becomes apparent. Illustration 4 shows the years predicted by the quantum superfluid model to
produce significant quantum distortions (solid red/blue bars) laid over the recorded monthly SST
data for the same period.

In reality the QS model produces “split second” values, but to reduce the number of data points
from many thousands, these were averaged to produce an annual “indicator” bi-state output that
says either “El Niño or No El Niño”. That means that years that are part El Niño and part La Niña
will still produce an “EL NINO” positive indication. This was a deliberate choice so as to make the
production of comparison data quick and understandable. It is desirable function of the software to
produce a simple “Yes this year will be El Nino or n El Niño e software model takes many minutes
to compute the distortions of the entire solar system over a 80 year period and for the purposes
required here, “annual data” is sufficient to relate the point.
The data in illustration 4 breaks down to an 81% accuracy or better for a period 1933 to 2015,
although for the sake of clarity I have displayed only 1950 onward. The table in appendix B shows
the relative readings in a table format (subject to constant revision / contact the author for the latest
results).
Significant successes of the model
The model achieves an 81.82% accuracy rate for a period of 84 years, but more significant is the
accurate prediction of isolated years and also groups of contiguous El Niño years. Particularly the
1990-1995 period, which is clearly indicated by the models predictions. 1958, 1972, 2009 and 2015
are also very isolated years with high activity which are all predicted with exact month resolution.
The probability that a solar system model, having zero data regarding climate conditions would be
able to correlate across 84 years, and furthermore also identify unique and complex groupings of El
Niño activity that are otherwise non predictable is extremely low. Understanding very well that
correlation does not mean causation is one thing, but not only does the model identify the time
frames accurately, but in most cases the intensity of the predicted distortion is also proportional
with the observed temperature anomaly with respect to the trend of the prediction curve.
Significant failures of the model
There are of course some errors. From the table in Appendix B it can be seen that 6 out of the 44
years indicated as potential El Niño, they were in-fact La Niña event years. It might be worrying if
the errors fell on indeterminate years or on the shoulder/slopes of insignificant features, however
the errors centre on the peaks and boundaries of periods of high temperature anomaly. The model
therefore predicting a significant swing to the positive, when in actuality the trend swung negative.
This is an effect seen in previous modelling of solar activity in which the distortions caused by
Venus was seen to cause an otherwise near perfect trend prediction to deliver a prediction that was
timed correctly but 180 degrees out of phase with the observed data.
Spring Predictability Barrier and skill comparison versus NOAA predictability and dynamic
ENSO modelling
This section attempts to lightly compare how well the quantum distortion model predicts ENSO
trends and makes at least a basic comparison against the performance of traditional ENSO
predictive and dynamic models used by NOAA and their performance as detailed in the NOAA
publication: The Spring Predictability Barrier: we’d rather be on Spring Break (Michelle
L'Heureux, 2015). I should point out that such a comparison may be in someways unfair to the
NOAA models, not least because in terms of duration of future predictability, at present for
durations exceeding one year, quantum distortion modelling clearly outperforms the NOAA models
by an order of magnitude. Also NOAA models in general are looking at a 2-10 month prediction.
With that in mind I have tried to formulate the comparison with respect to several factors so as to
level the playing field as best as possible.

Illustration 5: 1933 to 2016 QGM V El Niño MEI trend
The quantum-based model presented here differs from other ENSO models in use primarily because
it calculates fluctuations based upon theoretical first principles only. This is in direct contrast to
NOAA ENSO models et al, which attempt to make predictions based on a complex mixture of
historic trends and evolutionary trajectories of how wind and ocean current may evolve over time.
The quantum approach does not consider any historical trends, temperature data or indeed any
existing climate data in any way (although that is not to say it cannot be augmented with it in the
future in an attempt to improve accuracy). As such, the model can be considered as a wholly
deterministic logic model that seeks to predict a global primitive that is not in itself affected by
terrestrial climate itself.
A common problem with traditional predictive and dynamic climate algorithms is the introduction
and amplification of errors over time. If any single aspect of the model is even slightly incorrect,
this can lead to grossly variable results as the prediction moves further in to the future. In simple
terms one can consider something very stable, such as a train on a track. First principles would be
able to say with some precision how that train will travel. However, once the train is on its journey,
human and natural factors begin to interrupt the predictable path it should take. As the train
progresses through its individual journey, the timetable can deviate significantly from the reality.
The first principles approach however has an advocate in the form of “certain repeatability”. This
would ensure that “Regardless of how late the 13:30Hrs train may be – the 14:30Hrs will still leave
the station on time”. If one now re-considers the function of something such as the solar system, it
is easier to now view it as the “unstoppable timetable”. No matter what the weather on Earth, for
all intents and purpose, Jupiter and the rest of the solar system will keep orbiting the Sun in the
same manner as it has for billions of years.

There are a number of ways to ascertain the relative skill level of the model to predict ENSO sign
shift (when trends switch from positive to negative). NOAA approaches look at the skill of the
model across a period of months. The quantum approach presented here is specifically an annual
approach, therefore in order to make a reasonable comparison it is necessary to integrate the annual
values into a best fit monthly trend. This is achieved by taking the data in illustration 5 and
selecting the central positive and negative regions and then “marking” every incorrect prediction
with a yellow colour (illustration 6). The resulting image is a direct overview of actual ENSO trend
versus prediction results and errors with a much smaller granularity that the original annual block
indications.
Illustration 6: Error marked ENSO trend. Red/Blue correct – Yellow lines are errors
The negative and positive halves of illustration 6 are then merged to a single image (illustration 7)
Illustration 7: Merged ENSO trend with error marked predictions (Yellow)
The resulting colour chart in illustration 7 is then transposed to isolate only errors (illustration 8).
Illustration 8: Isolated ENSO Prediction errors (Red) versus correct predictions (Green)
Finally the data is brought together. The error data is condensed (to scale) and overlaid on the entire
84 year period. As can be seen in illustration 9, the ration of correct predictions is still 0.81:1 or
81%, which is in line with the annual trend indications provided by the model originally.

Illustration 9: Skill ratio of Quantum Distortion ENSO prediction = 0.81:1 over 84 years
Given that NOAA approaches only reach > 80% reliability when predicting no further than two to
three months in advance, the ability of the quantum distortion model to achieve 81% average over
84 years is impressive to say the least.
By contrast however there is always another way of looking at the data. NOAA models become
very accurate as they get closer to the prediction date. The quantum model has no such luck. It is
either right or wrong. How close to a date it is, has no bearing on the accuracy of the prediction and

this leads to a different set of problems when making comparisons. Perhaps most important is the
failure of the currently presented model results over continuous periods of time exceeding one full
year. For example between 1980 and 1982 there is a period in which the quantum model
consistently was in error. The NOAA models would statistically not have made this error. The
Spring predictability barrier (SPB) is another phenomenon that has no effect on the quantum
approach. The SPB is the period of time around February-April where traditional NOAA
predictions based on current conditions or dynamic models fail to offer even 10% accuracy just 2
months in advance. By contrast, the quantum model is generally unaffected by SPB problems and
even in cases where the errors in the model predictions fall “inside the SPB window) this only
serves to drive home the hypothesis that SPB is in fact a space weather phenomenon and NOT a
terrestrial climate dynamic issue. The postulate therefore is “solve the SPB anomaly at the
astrophysical level and the rest will fall into place”.
In conclusion of Quantum distortion versus NOAA ENSO models comparison
Whilst quantum approaches presented here are most certainly not without error, the ability of the
model to accurately predict the general change in ENSO cycles outperforms both predictive and
dynamic NOAA models by an order of magnitude. Whereas NOAA models fail to be reliable past
approximately 10 months, the quantum approach has accuracy that can demonstrably exceeds 5-14
continuous years and on average the prediction of ENSO trend over the 84 years chosen is very
accurate.
What does a quantum deterministic model of the solar system imply?
From my own perspective, the results obtained by modelling hypothetical distortions in gravity and
subsequently finding that those results match climate trends on Earth for almost a century is both
exciting and unsurprising at the same time. For as much as quantum science is often wrapped in
convoluted and unreachable mathematics that defy the general populous, the results presented here
show for the first time that the motion of the planets have a measurable effect on the development
of Earth. As science in general begins to exit the “fog” of inaccessible quantum science,
interdisciplinary research has led to many new paradigms of how the physical world we live in is
permeated by “common sense” effects from a previously closed world of energy, matter and
quantum mechanics. This paper is however intended solely to discuss the seemingly high degree of
correlation between the motion of planetary bodies and the manifestation of ocean sea surface
temperature anomalies. These anomalies being first hypothesised within the context of quantum
information theory of memory, quantum thermodynamics, quantum gravity and astro archaeology
research as the means by which stable energy states present in the cosmos at large might leave an
imprint at the “informational level” within the structure of matter, geology, biology and even
consciousness. Such discussion is out of scope of this paper but I thought it may help the reader to
be aware of the premise by which the author postulates that quantum – as opposed to classical
gravitational forces might communicate across vast distances in an otherwise undetectable way. In
many respects this research is using the Earth itself as a form of quantum telescope or “transducer”.
However rather than looking at stellar objects as points of light, it is used as a huge big data source
to observe fluctuations hypothesised to be caused by the stretching and compression of the space
time it is engulfed in. If LIGO was able to postulate that a gravity wave some 1 billion years old
was capable of distorting the entire Earth as it passed through it, then clearly the potential for other
gravity generating bodies is present and, as is presented here, it would appear that regardless of the
quantum mechanism involved, astrophysical approaches to predicting climate disturbances appear
to outperform even the most powerful super computer dynamic models of prediction. The Sun
drives our climate and the climate of every other solar system body. In turn every solar system
member is inextricably linked. This is the common sense. It is also strongly supported by the
results.

Appendix A
Introduction
This paper was first published as a working paper in July 2016. Since that time many revisions have
been made. The current revision number is 39 and those with an interest in following the progress
of the model development can request the author to notify directly on significant additional
changes.
Since first publication data for the period 1933-1950 has been integrated and henceforth, additions
to the paper will be for the timeframe January 1st 1933 to January 1st 2016.

Appendix B
Table of QS indicated El Nino periods

Solar storms
Below - Major solar storms since 1950 to 2003 (yellow) against QS predicted quantum distortions.
The main feature of the data being that solar storms appear to occur on years that are indicated to
“switch” polarity. No major solar storms were recorded on 2 consecutive “high years” with the vast
majority being seen only in the first year following a polarity shift. This pattern ironically follows
the old seafaring rhyme of “first rise after low, tells of stronger winds to blow”

Below – the major solar storms against El Nino temperature index data. Again the pattern follows
the previous example. Even in periods of La Nina, the rule still holds e.g 1974/1975 where a
significant rise “within La Nina” correlates with the observed solar storm.
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